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1 Configure Now!  

1.1 Configure Now!:   

This is enhancement to existing Microsoft Navision 2016, this will help to sales person to estimate cost instantly 
and margin / profit % System will suggest the sales price. Sales Person can negotiate with customer and create 
Sales Quote and Sales Order immediately, in case of New Item system will allow to create BOM and Routing from 
Configure Now! page, if the new Item is look like an existing Item, then user can copy BOM and routing from any 
existing Item and make necessary changes and then create BOM and routing for new Items. Following are the main 
feature of the system. 
 

1. Automatic calculation of cost. 
2. Modify component and re-calculate the cost 
3. Allow to copy BOM and Routing from any existing look like item  
4. Allow to create sales quote / Sales Order directly from estimation working  
5. Allow to create production order directly from Sales Order. System is capable of consuming 

items suggested in Configure Now! instead of default BOM 

1.1.1 Configure Now! List   

 

Configure Now! list is the total list of estimate on which a sales person is currently working, Click on 
“New” to create new Cost estimate, “Edit” to edit existing cost estimate and “View” to view existing cost 
estimate and “Delete”  to delete existing cost estimate. 
 

 
 

1.1.2 Create New Cost Configure   

 

After Click on “New” blank page will open and select the customer in header and Item in line for whom 
you want to raise the estimate. You will notice system will automatically populate the “unit cost”, “unit 
price” from Item Master. “Material Cost” and “Setup Cost” from BOM and Routing. System will add up 
all together and suggest the base cost. You can add profit % and system will suggest the “Unit Price” 
and further you can change the suggested price if you want, after that you can create Sales Quote or 
Sales Order. In case of New Item system will help to create the BOM and Routing from the Configure 
Now!.  
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1.1.3 Configure Now! Working (BOM) 

 

This page will show the component of Item and you can change it based on customer request, system 
will suggest the revised cost and same will be carry over till production.   
 

 
 

1.1.4 Run Setup Configure Now!  

 

This page will show the operation involve in production of Item and you can change it based on 
customer request, system will suggest the revised cost and same will be carry over till production.   

 
 


